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Barron’s Portfolio Management Challenge

We placed second in the Professor Division and third overall in the Barron’s Challenge portfolio management contest. The
Barron’s Challenge spanned six months and was open to full or part-time undergraduate and graduate students and
professors at accredited U.S. colleges or universities. Prizes of $1,500, $1,000 and $500 were awarded to the active
managers whose strategy produced the largest total portfolio returns.
Our Barron’s portfolio was comprised of companies that made
LSGI’s quantitative screens and passed our due diligence
hurdles, firms we have been buying for the LSGI Venture Fund
L.P. and continue to hold.
While we were competing against managers of hypothetical
portfolios who have no money at risk, our portfolio reflected
firms we actually own – firms we identified as attractive with
attractive risk/reward profiles for our investors. Our LSGI
Barron’s Challenge portfolio was up 86.8% during the contest
period versus 8.3% for the S&P 500 index.
With regard to our success, Dr. Dean Johnson, Professor of
Finance and Director of the Applied Portfolio Management
Program (APMP) at Michigan Technological University’s School
of Business and Economics noted “Joe is an outstanding fund
manager. His success speaks for itself. I strongly believe the
number one enduring anomaly in investments has been the
size effect-small firm effect, which has been the basis of the
LSGI’s investment approach.”
What our performance tells us, as an investment manager, is
that in practice our quantitative screens and due diligence are
delivering excess returns – returns that we would predict using
applied financial theory. The disconnect between the academic
theory and the actual portfolio returns investors obtain - so often
a factor in actively managed portfolios - is not present, at least
not recently.
Since we are an avid Barron’s subscriber, and have provided so
much support to educational programs aimed at high school
and college students interested in applied finance and
investment theory, we were disappointed that we were not
interviewed for the article that appeared in the May 1st edition.
As Barron’s Editor Alan Abelson would say, maybe next year.
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